Annual Tug-O-War Is Forester's Ball Kick-Off

Despite hasty Foresters and determined opponents with a rowdy troller Thursday afternoon at 4 on the Arbor lawn, the annual tug-o-war was held without incident.

Four Recruiters South Korean Blood

A University recruiting group of two men was attacked by Korean students Thursday afternoon at 4 on the Arbor lawn.

Ely To Give Main RE Week Talk February 27

Professor Ely of the University of Illinois, a member of the University of Illinois faculty, will be the guest speaker at the University of Illinois RE Week Ball on February 27.

The Ely talk will be on the subject of "The University of Illinois," and will cover various aspects of the university's history and current status.

Large turnout anticipated, with many students expected to attend. The event is open to the public, and tickets are available at the University Bookstore.

Gov. To Address Music Delegates

In a speech to the student body, President D. E. Johnson announced that the Governor of the state would be the keynote speaker at the upcoming music festival.

According to Johnson, the Governor will discuss the importance of music education and the role it plays in the community.

The event is scheduled for February 21 at 7 p.m. in the University Auditorium.
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Ban Ref From Farmerville

Famville, better known as Moscow, Idaho, according to Art Loughlin, could do without the Pacific Coast Conference's new controversial basketball referee, and reporter of the Idaho Argonaut.

Loughlin has been there after several years of service. After some Idaho officials gave him the "raspberries" while he walked down the entrance of the Historic Town.

"This conference representative wanted to take the Farmerville fans out at a time. "I've got more fans of you call you together. Come down one at a time.""

"I'm not sure what you're planning to do with the Idaho system, especially its fans. An issue that has no value and sometimes even aberration is now being tested in the case at Idaho. The Idaho sportsperson does everything behind the executive rights or power. Anything that goes against the Vandal is entitled, but Saturday the Idaho fan is asked to support in a way that those fans are not really interested. It came from both benches and everything. And I should think this line of the issue let this get by him and stopped off."".

Light is carrying a "poor college try" to clean up the PCJ basketball. This effort is concerned more about rules to persuade people around and show authority in every other order. The Idaho's front office had some problems with PCJs referees.

It is not uncommon for the fans to lose their reason and this writing in a sense is doing just that. But this iteration, in Loughlin's words, "the Idaho system is not a "poor college try"". He spotted off when unique to several Idaho fans and all in sports, certainly and the entire conference which he was representing. He explained that the decision of the game school and the Idaho press conference was a set of rules for the home of the Idaho system. We urge Idaho fans to show some consideration in allowing "poor college try" to arrive at the Idaho sportsmen in seasons to come. Loughlin's appearance is not healthy for Idaho fans anymore. Everything was looking him, and his attitude causes smiles every year when the Idaho team comes to Idaho.

And to Mr. Loughlin, a better approach. You give the conference the opportunity to come as well. Thank you.

---

Challenger

The members of the Associated Students issue a challenge to the planning Argonaut to try and overthrow the mighty Logger in a tag-up-year. Said tag-up-year will be held at 4 p.m. Thursday, February 21st, at noon.

Furthermore, this annual battle is to be waged over a pile of the odoriferous and product of the4

The mighty Argonaut do without recognition accept the challenge, and in accordance with the regulations, namely, Foresters. We hereby summons the mighty Loggers to a meeting at 4 p.m. Thursday, February 21st, at noon.

If the Argonauts accept, they shall be present at the Forests' meeting at 4 p.m. Thursday, February 21st, at noon. The Argonauts shall present their challenge to the Foresters at the meeting.

If the Foresters accept, they shall be present at the Argonauts' meeting at 4 p.m. Thursday, February 21st, at noon. The Foresters shall present their challenge to the Argonauts at the meeting.

All that we ask is that the Argonauts and the Foresters shall not be present at the meeting at 4 p.m. Thursday, February 21st, at noon.

Sponsors: Miller, Kline, Associate Foresters
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Cuban Fellowship offers graduate

Spanish

El periodico de la Patronato Universitaria, Finland Fellowship for students from Cuba, was completed by Enrique V. Prado, with the publication of the "Naranjas" the number 128 of the Cubas Student.
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Frost Win Eighth In A Row

Vandals lose their eighth straight game and their tenth in the last 11 games, losing to Oregon State, 83-74.

The Beavers (16-4, 7-0 Pac-12) were led by鲜田博士's 20 points and 13 rebounds.

Phil Delta Capture 'A' Title

Phi Delta Thetas captured their second straight intramural 'A' title in a 9-2 win over the Templars, 88-77, in the championship game.

Vandals Force Sat. Overtime, But Lose Two To Washington

A last second foul and ensuing push shot by Gary Brooker made Idaho 70-65 with 4.5 seconds left.

A foul by the Vandals in the final seconds led to a four-point missile, 73-71.

The Vandals (7-19, 4-13) were led by Freshman Alphonso Young, who scored a game-high 30 points.

Chalk Talk

With Don Neville Smith

Mr. Al Liggett, the associate coach, has been following the scorebook for the last 10 years.

The last time the Vandals scored, the score was 7,000-7,000.

The Vandals won 79-75.

Swimmers Take On WSC After Three Weekend Triumphs

Jim Brunson (16-18) and Bruno Boll (20-20) carry on a dance routine while waiting for a possible refill from Brunson's bag during the season between the Huskies and Idaho.

The ball is in the upper right hand corner and going through the hoop.

A puzzle is being solved in the background.

The puzzle is solved in the back.

The Idaho mascot is the Vandals, a sports team of the University of Idaho.

The puzzle is solved in the front.